ABSTRACT
Detecting bugs in software is an important software engineering activity. Static bug finding tools can assist in detecting bugs automatically, but they suffer from high false positive rates. Automatic test generation tools can generate test cases which can find bugs, but they suffer from an oracle problem. We present $N$-Prog, a hybrid of the two approaches. $N$-Prog iteratively presents the developer an interesting, real input/output pair. The developer either classifies it as a bug (when the output is incorrect) or adds it to the regression test suite (when the output is correct). $N$-Prog selects input/output pairs whose input produces different output on a mutated version of the program which passes the test suite of the original. In an experimental evaluation, $N$-Prog detects bugs and builds a test suite for a real webserver from an indicative workload.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Bugs are pervasive and expensive, and mature software projects ship with both known and unknown defects [1, 10]. Before fixing bugs, developers need evidence of their presence [26]—and acquiring this evidence earlier in the software lifecycle reduces each bug’s cost [28]. To prevent defects in software shipped to customers, developers often use some combination of manual inspection, static analysis, and testing.

Each of these kinds of analysis has costs. Manual inspection is expensive and in modern practice is primarily used not to find defects, but rather for its other benefits [3]. Static analysis tools [2, 4] can detect many classes of defects but suffer from false positives—their warnings may or may not correspond to real defects in the code, and the outputs of such tools can be so large that they overwhelm users and lead to tool abandonment [7]. Testing can in theory detect any bug, but in practice test suites are often incomplete; writing tests manually takes significant developer effort, and automatic test generation tools [12, 22] suffer from an “oracle” problem—checking that outputs are correct requires that the tool know what the program under test should do [5].

We present an initial look at a technique, $N$-Prog, that bridges the gap between static bug finding techniques and test suite generation by using the excess information and effort in each activity to complement the other. $N$-Prog presents its user with alarms, each of which either is a new test case, including the correct output, or indicates a bug in the program, along with some information that can be used to aid in fault localization. An alarm produced by $N$-Prog must be one of these two things, and the tool, by construction, therefore produces no false positives—in a sense, $N$-Prog replaces the “spurious warning” false positive of static analysis tools with useful new regression tests, each of which kills a mutant that the test suite could not differentiate from the original. As long as both bug detection and the generation of test cases are valuable activities, $N$-Prog provides value to its users with minimal overhead.

2. ALGORITHM
$N$-Prog combines random mutation (as in mutation testing [14] or automated program repair [17,20,24]) and $N$-variant systems. A traditional $N$-variant system implements several different variants of the program—ideally with independent failure modes—and runs them in parallel [8].

$N$-Prog replaces the semantics-preserving mutation operators of traditional $N$-variant systems with statement-level mutation operators: $N$-Prog can delete an existing statement or insert a statement it finds elsewhere in the program. Figure 1 shows $N$-Prog’s variant generation process. Mutation operators are applied to the original program to create candidate variants. The candidate variants are run against the existing test suite (the double line in the figure). Neutral variants are those that pass.
Our experiments address the following four research questions:

1. RQ1: How does N-Prog scale and does it apply to real-world workloads? (Section 3.1)
2. RQ2: Can N-Prog detect held-out defects in a variety of programs? (Section 3.2)
3. RQ3: What types of defects can N-Prog detect? (Section 3.3)

Our evaluation features both real and toy programs, including some that are tested exhaustively, some with real-world test suites, and both those with real and with seeded defects. When checking for divergence, we always compare user-visible output (i.e., using `diff`). We try to select parameters that result in reasonable variant generation times. N-Prog is sensitive to both the number of variants deployed, and the number of mutations in each variant: higher values of either lead to more alarms but increase variant generation time. Increasing N-Prog’s mutant generation budget (i.e., how long to spend generating mutants) slightly increases variant generation time and alarm rates, but the effect is so small that it can be attributed to chance.

### 3.1 RQ1: How does N-Prog scale and does it apply to real-world workloads?

#### 3.1.1 Benchmarks and Experimental Setup

This experiment measures how many alarms N-Prog raises on an indicative, non-bug-inducing webserver workload. The webserver starts with a single, simple test case, so each alarm during the experiment corresponds to a new test case that should be added to the test suite. We apply N-Prog to `lighttpd` 1.4.17, a Web 2.0 webserver with a historical workload of 138,226 benign HTTP requests spanning 12,743 distinct client IP addresses [19, Sec. 6.2]. N-Prog is configured with 8 variants of 30 edits each. These are subjected to the indicative workload. Each time N-Prog alarms, the input is added to the test suite, with the original output as the oracle, and the eight variants are regenerated. Since this experiment begins with a nearly empty test suite, we expect many alarms initially, as a test suite is generated to cover indicative behavior [14]. Since developer concerns over high alarm rates are an impediment for static analyses [15], ideally N-Prog will alarm only while building a good test suite.

#### 3.1.2 Results

Figure 3 shows the results. N-Prog scales well, regenerating the eight variants only 25 times over the course of 138,226 requests. Since each alarm represents a human-time cost to determine if the alarm represents a test case or a defect as well as a CPU time cost.
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Table 1: Bug detection: Empirical results evaluating N-Proc’s ability to detect bugs. Each scenario contains one held-out bug. The “alarm%” column reports in what percentage of the scenarios the held-out bug was detected by N-Proc for a given program. Programs labeled with a * are from the Siemens suite.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program</th>
<th>LOC</th>
<th>Tests</th>
<th>Scen.</th>
<th>Alarm%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>print_tokens*</td>
<td>472</td>
<td>4,140</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>print_tokens2*</td>
<td>399</td>
<td>4,115</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>replace*</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>5,542</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>schedule*</td>
<td>292</td>
<td>2,650</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>schedule2*</td>
<td>301</td>
<td>2,710</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tcas*</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>1,608</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>49%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tot_info*</td>
<td>440</td>
<td>1,052</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>potion</td>
<td>15K</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gzip</td>
<td>491K</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>php</td>
<td>1,046K</td>
<td>8,471</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1,593K</td>
<td>30,070</td>
<td>213</td>
<td>32%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Number of bugs detected by N-Proc from the ManyBugs programs gzip and php, broken down by type. Note that bugs classified as “security vulnerability” are also included in another row by cause.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Defect Category</th>
<th>N-Proc</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Incorrect Behavior or Output</td>
<td>6/30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security Vulnerability</td>
<td>1/4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing Functionality</td>
<td>1/11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing Input Validation</td>
<td>2/3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spurious Warning</td>
<td>1/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>URL Parsing Error</td>
<td>1/1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>File I/O Error</td>
<td>1/1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fatal Error</td>
<td>2/9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Segfault</td>
<td>1/8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bounds Checking</td>
<td>0/1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory Leak</td>
<td>0/1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>17/67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2 RQ2: Can N-Proc detect held-out defects in a variety of programs?

3.2.1 Benchmarks and Experimental Setup

This experiment measures the percentage of buggy inputs (i.e. inputs we, the experimenters, know will trigger incorrect behavior) that N-Proc flags as interesting and brings to the attention of developers. The experiment considers 213 scenarios—versions of programs with a known bug and an input that triggers the bug. For each scenario, N-Proc generates an N-variant system, using the program’s regression suite (without the buggy input). The buggy input is then used as the input stream; if N-Proc alarms, then N-Proc has detected the bug. If not, we count it as a failure. N-Proc is configured with 25 variants of 30 mutations each.

The benchmark set was selected from previously published work and includes both toy and real programs. The Siemens micro-

benchmark programs (marked with a * in Table 1) are small C programs that are exhaustively tested—each has at least 30 test cases covering every line of source code [13]. The seven Siemens programs have 131 buggy scenarios. We also included 15 scenarios of potion, an interpreter for a toy language [25]. Both the Siemens programs and potion contain artificial, seeded defects. To test N-Proc on more natural bugs, we included two programs from the ManyBugs benchmark suite, which are large, open-source programs with reported and repaired real bugs and developer-supplied test suites. We selected 67 scenarios from the gzip and php benchmark programs for which we were particularly confident of the test suites.

3.2.2 Results

The results appear in Table 1. Of the 213 buggy scenarios, N-Proc detected 68 (32%). N-Proc detected the bug in at least one scenario for each of the subject programs, and there were only two outliers

among the ten programs considered: gzip and schedule. On gzip, N-Proc was much more successful than average, while on schedule it was much less successful. The 32% detection rate is conservative, because if N-Proc has larger budgets (i.e. more variants in each system and more mutations per variant) it could be more effective (but more expensive to run). However, N-Proc’s ability to detect about a third of defects is encouraging: if even a third of general software engineering defects can be detected automatically, while improving the subject program’s test suite, a lot of developer effort can be saved.

3.3 RQ3: What types of defects can N-Proc detect?

Because N-Proc produces neutral variants, rather than equivalent mutants [14], it can theoretically produce divergence for arbitrary defects. We investigate what kinds of defects N-Proc detects in practice. The ManyBugs programs (gzip and php) contain real, historical defects, ranging from erroneous warning messages to security issues. And, these scenarios classify each bug [18]. So, we examined the classifications of the scenarios from the ManyBugs suite in detail. Most of these defects were characterized as involving missing, extraneous or incorrect functionality.

Table 2 shows how many of each category of defect N-Proc was able to detect in the gzip and php scenarios. Defects include at least one (the “Security Vulnerability” in php) marked “security critical.” N-Proc can detect defects across a broad range of defect categories, demonstrating its generality. In principle, N-Proc can detect any defect that a change introduced by its mutation operators can impact—allowing it to apply to general software engineering defects, and not just defects of a particular type.

Three of the detected defects were unusual: in each, an extraneous piece of information unique to the execution is printed to the output. For example, one bug in php (in the “Incorrect Behavior or Output” row of Table 2) involves printing the value of a memory address, instead of printing the contents of a data structure. Such defects could be detected by any neutral variant in an N-variant system.

These results show that N-Proc can detect a wide variety of defect classes, including both security vulnerabilities and typical software engineering problems such as incorrect output.

\[\text{We suspect that N-Proc is so successful on gzip because gzip's regression suite is weak and gzip's output is highly sensitive to the kind of changes N-Proc makes.}\]
3.4 Threats to Validity

There are some threats to the validity of these experiments. First, the benchmarks may not be indicative, threatening the generality of our results. We mitigate this threat by selecting benchmarks from previously published projects and by choosing programs with different characteristics: sizes range from about 100 lines of code to more than a million; strong and weak test suites; and real and seeded bugs. Every benchmark is written in C—the N-Prog prototype only handles C, and programs written in other languages may have different behavior. A threat to construct validity (cf. [11, Sec. 2]) is the use of test cases as a proxy for indicative workloads or developer inspection. We address this directly in Section 3.1, using an historical indicative workload of 138,226 HTTP requests.

3.5 Verifiability

We have tried to make all of our experiments repeatable. Our prototype implementation of N-Prog is open-source. The benchmarks are also available online, with instructions to reproduce each experiment.

4. RELATED WORK

Function. N-Prog combines bug detection and test case generation. Traditional bug detection tools, like FindBugs [2] or Coverity [7], use static analyses to detect bugs at compile time. A key weakness of these techniques is false positives; Coverity—a commercial tool—struggles to keep its false positive rates below 20–30%. While N-Prog may not be as effective at finding bugs as these specialized tools, it can in principle detect any bug that its mutation operators can touch, and does not suffer from false positives. N-Prog shares some goals with test case generation tools like Randoop [22] or EvoSuite [12], and can use such tools for input generation. EvoSuite uses mutation to generate oracles, but normally assumes that the program under test is correct.

Form. Mutation testing researchers use mutation to evaluate and augment test suites [14]. Mutation is also used in fault localization: tools like MUSE [21] or Metallaxis [23] use it to find the source code responsible for already-reproducible bugs. By contrast, N-Prog is used to find previously unknown bugs. Mutation-based generate-and-validate program repair tools, including GenProg [17], RSRepair [24], and Prophet [20] repair known defects. Schulte et al. [25] also used mutation to attempt to proactively repair defects before they had been detected. N-variant systems are used to provably defeat certain types of security vulnerabilities [9].

5. CONCLUSION

This paper presented N-Prog, a tool that combines bug detection with test case generation. N-Prog exploits weaknesses in each technique to augment the other: false positives become regression tests, and every time a human interacts with N-Prog, there is a positive outcome: either a bug is found or a useful, mutant killing test case—complete with oracle—is written.
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